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Why Erlau
Station
Seating?
The distinctive feature
of Erlau Seating systems 
is the modularity in 
design, allowing you 
to choose different leg 
options, colours and 
surface fi nishes.

to choose different leg 
options, colours and 
surface fi nishes.

Designed, engineered and made in-house 
to high quality  ISO standards using high 
quality, sustainable raw materials.

Corrosion, weather and vandal resistant 
with a 10 year rust proofi ng warranty.

Easy cleaning and no maintenance due to 
open wire mesh structure with no water 
logging or moisture ingress, and rain 
results in a cleaning effect.

Cost effective long service life, durability 
and stability with few repairs – no need for 
replacement and guaranteed performance.

Easy assembly with standard interfaces, 
individual components can be replaced 
easily and quickly.



Erlau manufacture and supply a 
range of seating solutions since 
1828, is ISO9001 approved and a 
key supplier to Deutsche Bahn and 
other stations around the world. 

Our  platform seating offers customers a great degree of functionality 

and design combined with versatility, durability and comfort for the 

end user.

Erlau is a subsidiary company of RUD Ketten Rieger & 

Dietz GmbH u.Co.KG who produces top quality chain systems and 

components.

The Quality

Top quality, innovative products are what you get with the Erlau 

seating range. Wire mesh is one of our most popular and traditional 

seating materials that provides strength, stability and cleaning free 

maintenance. 

The benches are powder-coated with Rilsan at a thickness of 390 

microns providing a high level of durability, dirt resistance and 

insulation. As a result, Erlau furniture never warms up in excess of 

42˚C (108˚F) a great advantage compared to benches made of wood, 

stone or pure metal.

Erlau seating systems offer a long product life cycle as well as 

great value for money. Our Innovative anti-graffiti coating helps our 

customers safe guard their assets from vandalism. 

Available In A Variety Of Colours & Finishes

Bamboo

Recycled Plastic

Wire Mesh

Pagwood



Contact Erlau UK
Casper Gimbrère

Sales Manager UK & Eire

Phone: 07423 431510

Email: casper.gimbrere@rud.co.uk
John Wilson Business Park, Thanet Way, Whitstable, Kent  CT5 3QT

New: 
Customisable 
Bench Backrest
Logo‘s, Pictures, City Maps, Wayfi nding, Advert Campaigns in 

High Resolution Colour Print on your Bench Backrest 

Koln Airport, Germany Metrolinx, Canada Belper Station, UK
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